Interactive Workshop

In theory we know what to do, but in reality - how do we do it?

*Tools for driving implementation and long term effect*

How do we attain long term sustainability? How do we implement system change? How do we drive commitment and challenge peoples driving forces? How do we overcome the resistance to and fear of changing? How do we support and lead educational change processes? How do we successfully challenge predominant mental models in teaching?

These are a few of the questions that are in focus in three ongoing projects about IT in education.

The Knowledge Foundation in Sweden is financing several projects during a period of 10 years with the overall aim of integrating IT in teachers training. The projects focus on the transition from using IT as an effectivity tool to becoming a mind tool.

These projects are also supported by research and process evaluation.

In our interactive workshop we want to explore and demonstrate how pedagogical tools can be used in order to drive implementation and long term sustainability in projects that challenge existing mental models. How you can work with evaluation as an implementation tool from the start of the project in order to enhance quality and to drive long term sustainability. We will share a method for supporting and developing the learning process.

Our goal is to share with the participants of the workshop not only WHAT you can do but also give practical tools and ideas of HOW you can work. In order to do so we would appreciate a 90 minutes time slot if possible and no less than 45 minutes.

Leaders are Gudrun Molander, Knowledge Foundation and Kari Österling, Mötesverkstan.
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